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We catch in the crane what others miss!



BoxCatcher: identifying every box at 
maximum quay crane performance.

Answering tough and challenging requirements: reading 
every box during vessel operations without delays.

Camco developed a unique and innovative solution that will revolutionize 
the crane OCR world: millimeter-resolution cameras are fitted on a line-
ar-table fitted on the legs or beams of the quay cranes. The cameras fol-
low the flight path of the containers. There are no fixed patterns: the quay 
crane driver determines the ideal path, the BOXCATCHER system follows 
and takes high quality pictures at exactly the right time. OCR and image 
analysis follow automatically.

Not constraining the quay crane operator in any way

The quay crane driver operates the crane in the most optimal way, tak-
ing into account the operational conditions: container weight and bal-
ance, position of the container, tide, wind, safety rules, lashing sequence... 
Having a BOXCATCHER system installed does not require the operator to 
follow a constrained path. Whatever the traveling speed of the container 
under the spreader, the BOXCATCHER is capable of taking sharp images in 
any condition and at any speed of every side.
 

Perfect triggering:  sharp and readable images, with or 
without swing

For the triggering Camco uses partly the information of the PLC con-
trolling the crane. The PLC provides the theoretical position of the 
spreader, but does not show the swing of the spreader and the con-
tainer. The swing is the horizontal movement of the box, caused by 
gravity when accelerating and/or decelerating the gantry. Camco has 
developed an inventive and innovative solution that compensates for 
this swing allowing the continuous acquisition of images at exactly 
the right time. It does not matter the type of move, single 20”, 40” or 
a tandem 45…

A major leap forward to terminal operators and shipping 
lines

High accuracy, not reducing the crane speeds or constraining the 
quay crane driver in any way contributes greatly to the efficient load-
ing and discharging of containers. Add the increased accuracy and 
safety registering physical container data, and the advantages are ob-
vious. Tally men no longer need to read and physically enter data in 
the TOS. The Camco Crane OCR System (COS) interfaces with all the 
major TOS and transfer the data for checking and further operational 
use. 



Camco Real-Time Locations Systems: 
Registering where Others Fail.
Accurate position determination: an operational asset

Measuring the position where containers are dropped-off or lifted con-
tributes highly to the operational efficiency: in the gates, under the quay 
crane, near the (A)RMG, in the interchange areas... Lost containers, espe-
cially the last ones to load on a vessel with imminent departure can cost 
a lot of money. The registered position is actually the position from where 
the container will be picked up next by straddle, shuttle carrier of terminal 
tractor. “Measuring is knowing” applies to the registration of the container 
pickup and drop-off positions. Drivers may make mistakes; tech nology is 
there to assist and prevent errors.
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DGPS and INS will find back my boxes

Yes, DGPS will help measuring positions on the terminal, but the accuracy 
is often not sufficient. Even the latest generation GPS receivers need to 
see many satellites to get a position reading. Getting a fix takes time, and 
under the ship-to-shore cranes, near the vessels, the line of sight is blocked 
by the superstructures. With some tricks as INS (Inertial Navigation Sys-
tems) using accelerometers, gyroscopes and velocity sensors the position 
can be more or less guessed. But it is ultimately on those difficult drop-off/
pickup locations that an accurate position reading is needed, on those 
locations there is no compromise.

A proven accuracy of 20 cm under the quay crane: the Camco 
- Essensium solution

After successful Proofs of Concept, Camco presents together with its Bel-
gium PDS partner Essensium a radio-based reliable solution to measure 
and register the position of container handling equipment in an accurate, 
reliable and repeatable way. The measurements are so accurate, that the 
deviation under the ship-to-shore crane is only 20cm or less. This deviation 
can be neglected, especial ly when comparing with DGPS or other systems. 
In fact, DGPS does just not allow a measurement under the crane.

Real-time, all the time, everywhere

A terminal is a living environment. The situation changes from second to 
second, 24 hours a day, every day of the year. Not registering correct po-
sitions at any given point in time is not an option. Pick-up and drop-off 

positions are crucial and need to be measured every time, everywhere 
and particularly under the cranes. The Camco solution does this accurate-
ly: everywhere, all the time and without compromise.

Reference nodes, strategically positioned on the terminal

The Camco-Essensium solution is based on a set of reference nodes, posi-
tioned at fixed, well known positions. The mobile nodes, fitted on the con-
tainer handling equipment find their exact position with the assistance of 
the fixed nodes by use of 2.4 Ghz radio distance ranging. The system with 
reference nodes can be compared with a private GPS network. Extra local 
nodes are fitted in the more difficult areas: STS, ASC, (A)RMG to guarantee 
accurate position measurements. The mobile nodes can calculate their po-
sition autonomously, without server connec tion, and send their position 
via the Vehicle Mount Radio Data Terminal to the TOS.

  

Collision avoidance system

The product is that fast that it can be used for collision avoidance. Shuttle 
and straddle carriers hitting each other or terminal infrastructure belongs 
to the past. An early pre-crash audio signal warns the driver for an immi-
nent collision.
Workers on the crane can wear people tags as protection against CHE’s 
coming too close.

For every type of Container Handling Equipment

Every type of container handling equipment can be fitted with the Cam-
co PDS solution: Ship-to-Shore crane, ARMG, Rail Mounted Gantry Crane, 
Terminal Truck, Shuttle Carrier, Straddle Carrier, Reach Stacker, Empty Con-
tainer Handler, Forklift and terminal workers.

Accurate measuring of every position, every second in real-time, even in the hard 
to cover areas! Accuracy of 20 cm or better, under the quay crane, in the yard, at 
the interchange... everywhere! Camco captures the position of every CHE, full-
time, no exception. 



A Complete Product Line for Process 
Automation and OCR. 

Truck OCR Solutions

Highly reliable and performing truck OCR systems delivering the highest accuracy in the market, reading all container data in 
non-stop lanes. 300 truck lanes worldwide registering incoming and outgoing containers and trucks on container terminals, 
RoRo terminals and intermodal terminals.

Rail OCR Solutions

Dynamic rail OCR systems for all types of terminals. Non-stop portals registering and reading single and doubles stacked 
containers. 

Crane OCR Solutions

Camco’s BOXCATCHER captures images of every container, without imposing fixed travel paths. Crane drivers work in the 
best suitable way for that particular vessel. The Camco BOXCATCHER is highly reliable, easy to maintain and is fitted, ready for 
testing in 2 days. The only crane OCR system offering millimetre resolution, under all circumstances.

Landside Transfer Points

The interface between the truck and the Terminal Operating System at the interchange zones and the transfer points to 
automated stacking cranes and traditional container handling equipment. LSTP’s reduce equipment idle times and help op-
timising travel distances on the terminal.

Position Detection Systems

Offering 20 cm or greater accuracy, even under the quay crane, the Camco position detection system registers every position 
of every container handling machine. Camco Position Detection Systems work in real time without relying on external GPS 
signals and by far exceed the reliability of (D)GPS systems.

Truck Driver Identification

Camco Truck Driver Identification make sure that a person visiting the terminal is really who he claims to be! Facilitating the 
identification at the gates, the Truck Driver Identification systems is a vital component helping terminals comply with ISPS 
regulations
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Why Choose Camco, your dedicated 
automation expert?
Dedicated & Engaged Company

OCR and Process Automation are our core businesses. Camco is com-
pletely focused on delivering turnkey automation projects in marine, 
intermodal and railway terminals worldwide. We have established our-
selves as technology leaders with a huge experience and expertise in 
product design and development, solution design, systems interfacing 
and support and maintenance.

Engineering Competence

Camco is not an integrator but an engineering company specialised in 
developing high quality products and solutions. All the critical compo-
nents integrated in our solutions are in-house developments allowing us 
to answer very quickly specific needs and requests of our customers such 
as OCR in Rail Gantry Cranes, automatic detection of seal presence

Excellent Support & Maintenance and MTBF

Over the years we have learned the importance of having the highest 
possible MBTF as even a defect of a small component can affect the glob-
al terminal productivity. It is therefore that Camco bases all its new sys-
tem developments on one major requirement: easy and fast replacement 
even by non-technicians of whatever defect component in order to have 
the system again operational in a couple of minutes. 
The combination with a well-trained and dedicated support team with 
extraordinary remote monitoring capabilities guarantees that defects 
and problems are detected in early stages, resulting in very short re-
sponse and solution times. The company is organized to provide and 
perform these services 24/7/365.

Strict Quality Assurance

Camco works according strict quality assurance procedures making sure 
that each step in our projects, from manufacturing and assembly to final 
installation and commissioning, is performed correctly and according the 
highest industry standards. We guarantee our customers ultra-industrial 
systems with the highest possible uptime. 

Guaranteed Quality - We deliver what we promise

Thanks to the many process automation projects we have delivered, and 
our openness to continuously learn new things, we gained a thorough 
knowledge of best practices in terminal and gate automation. This ex-
perience in combination with our perfect mastering of our systems and 
technologies is our strength and allows us to execute projects according 
to the highest standards. 
Our customers can count on what we promise, and our promises can 
be easily quantified and validated. We always try to exceed your expec-
tations.

There is no Substitute for Experience

Camco is the only Process Automation vendor with such a large prov-
en and successful track record. It has showed in its many projects that it 
has all the capabilities and experiences to effectively automate the most 
complex container processes. Besides its extremely reliable and perform-
ing outdoor equipment, Camco is also well-known for its powerful and 
high quality software. Camco has with its Gate Operating System GOS 
an extremely stable system that helps terminals operators manage their 
processes with minimal errors, minimal resources and maximum accura-
cy and efficiency. It has also highly tested and proven interfaces with all 
the major commercial and non-commercial TOS systems such as NAVIS 
Express, NAVIS N4, NGEN, Cosmos CTCS, RBS, TSB CATOS, Modality…be-
sides numerous others. 

It’s the software...

Camco was a pioneer in understanding that developing terminal and 
gate automation solutions is as much a question of implementing correct 
and stable software as introducing robust outdoor equipment. Camco 
has and shall always invest a large amount of time and resources in its 
software development efforts and the results are present in the many 
successfully executed projects. Camco’s customers benefit all from our 
software implementation capabilities as we can provide the most com-
plete and comprehensive solutions tailored to their specific needs and 
requirements.

Understanding the needs of your customers

Camco truly understands the needs of your customers! The Camco solu-
tions reduce turnaround time, improve quality and reliability and reduce 
errors.

Camco Technologies NV  
Researchpark Haasrode 

1040  Technologielaan 13
B-3001 Leuven 

Belgium
+32 16 38 92 72 

Camco Technologies is the world leading vendor of Visual-Assisted Automation systems and solutions for all types of 

maritime and railway terminals around the world.  Camco’s innovative, high-performing, powerful and extremely modular OCR 

(Optical Character Recognition), pedestal and Gate Operating System (GOS) software solutions allow terminals to increase 

radically their gate, rail,  crane and yard operations, productivity and safety, contributing to the overall customer service level 

and efficiency.

Be inspired! Register for the Camco Times to learn more.
Send a mail to register to sales@camco.be

www.camco.be


